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Executive Summary //

Consumer Electronics and YouTube is a detailed analytical study of the 
vast world of consumer electronics brands and videos on YouTube.

CE Product Categories
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CE brands own 23% of YouTube’s 18.9 billion  
CE-related video views and are leveraging YouTube’s 
advertising and marketing tools more effectively than 
brands within other industries, such as beauty. Five of the 
vertical’s top brands dominate the category with millions 
of subscribers and a consistent YouTube production and 
distribution strategy. 

However, many CE brands fail to take advantage of 
the following opportunities on YouTube:

• Producing more highly-popular product teaser videos

• Strategically timing video releases around new 
products and campaigns

• Creating content specifically geared towards  
female viewers

• Collaborating with independent content creators  
or celebrities 

• Optimizing videos and brand channels for YouTube 
search

Nobody—not even Apple or Samsung—has fully cracked 
YouTube’s code. The constant emergence of new 
competitors and device categories means that continued 
YouTube investment is a crucial component of any CE 
brand’s marketing and advertising strategy. As brands’ 
ability to leverage organic reach on Facebook and other 
social media platforms lessens, YouTube now leads 20:1 
when it comes to audience engagement.�6 
 
Why is this information so important? If brands aren’t 
starting an effective conversation with audiences on 
YouTube, chances are that their competition will.

4. http://www.reelseo.com/youtube-facebook-brand- 
engagement

Consumer electronics is a large and dynamic industry 
characterized by constant innovation and rapid change. 
In 2014, YouTube continues to reshape the electronics 
marketplace as consumers shift key brand decisions 
away from brick-and-mortar stores and onto YouTube. 
According to research conducted by Compete  
and Google:  

of tablet buyers watch product videos 
on YouTube before making a purchasing 
decision.5 
 
 

of purchases of smartphones are influenced 
by YouTube.3 
 

 
 
 

3. Google-TNS Audience Study, October 2013

Consumer Electronics and YouTube is a detailed analytical study of the vast world of 
consumer electronics brands and videos on YouTube. Using data extracted from over 
900,000 YouTube videos with Pixability’s proprietary YouTube analytics software, this 
study analyzes the top 25 global consumer electronics (CE) brands on YouTube along with 
over 100,000 independent CE content creators within seven key electronics categories:

YouTube has become the primary destination 
for audiences to research consumer electronics 
products, discover new devices, and watch reviews 
before making purchasing decisions. But consumers are 
also turning to YouTube for unconventional content that 
CE brands would never create, including:

• Hack videos walking viewers through device 
modifications

• Spoof videos parodying branded videos

• Versus videos comparing different branded  
devices side by side

• Unboxing videos showing new products being 
removed from their packaging

• Destruction videos depicting devices being smashed

These types of videos, with the exception of review, 
hack, and versus videos, are primarily for entertainment. 
However, they also ultimately play a supporting role in the 
consumer decision-making process and gain significant 
traction post-product launch once brands lose the 
advantage of exclusive access to new products.

Computers Phones & Tablets Television & Audio Headphones &  
Personal Audio

Wearable Technology Smart Home  
Technology

Cameras
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This report (the latest in Pixability’s series of industry 
vertical studies) provides consumer electronics brand 
marketers with data-based findings, best practice  
examples, and prescriptive advice for optimizing any 
brand’s YouTube presence.The report's key findings  
are listed here for easy reference.

YouTube’s consumer electronics vertical 
is huge, continues to grow rapidly, and is 
controlled by the industry’s top brands

• There are 902,615 total consumer electronics videos 
on YouTube.

• There are 18.9 billion total CE views on YouTube,  
of which 23% (4.5 billion views) are owned by the  
top 25 brands.

• Electronics brands are more successful at reaching 
a large audience on YouTube than brands in other 
industries. By comparison, beauty brands control 
less than 3% of the total 18.1 billion beauty-related 
YouTube video views.  

• CE content on YouTube has grown from 100 million 
views per month in 2008 to 483 million views per 
month in 2013.

• The industry’s top 25 CE brands (selected according 
to 2012 annual revenue) now operate 280 YouTube 
channels in a total of over 48 different countries.

• Videos about mobile devices (smartphones, tablets) 
are the most prevalent and receive over 334 million 
views per month.

YouTube CE Space Share of Voice  // Breakdown, According to Views

Within YouTube’s vast consumer electronics universe, brands control 23% of video views.

Total monthly views of consumer electronics videos on YouTube.

Total Monthly YouTube Views // CE Video Content
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The top five CE brands out-publish  
and outperform their YouTube 
competition 3:1

• The “Big 5” brands in the CE industry—Google, 
Samsung, Apple, Nokia and Sony—own 84% of the 
total 4.5 billion views on YouTube brand channels.  
The next 20 CE brands share the remaining 16%. 

• The top five CE brands (ranked by total subscribers)
average 4,529 videos each; nearly 3x the amount of 
content of the next 20 brands (1,618 videos each).

• The top five CE brands dominate with 3.7x as many 
views on average and 1.7x as many subscribers as the  
next 20 brands combined.

• The top five CE brands receive 238x more YouTube 
comments on average than the bottom five CE brands.

Long-format YouTube videos are most popular with viewers, but CE brands continue to produce mostly short videos  
less than three minutes in length.

Videos Consumer Electronics Brands Produce //

 
CE brands are underutilizing their 
audience’s YouTube attention span  
with short-format videos and repurposed 
commercials

• Commercials represent 37% of all CE videos published, 
but capture only 10% of views.

• Viewers prefer longer, in-depth videos, but CE brands 
produce mostly short videos less than three minutes 
in length.

• High-profile branded videos featuring celebrities and 
elaborate storylines attract 123x as many views as the  
average CE video. 
 
 
 

Videos Consumer Electronics Audience Actually Watches //

Click here
to see other studies by Pixability

http://www.pixability.com/industry-studies/
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Product teaser videos outperform all 
other types of CE YouTube videos

• Product teasers are the most popular of all CE 
YouTube video categories and attract the highest 
average numbers of views and engagement.

• Teaser videos make up only 12% of CE videos on 
YouTube, but lead in total engagement (21%).

• Brand-produced videos dominate before product 
launches, but vlogger videos outperform all others 
post-release. 

 
Independent content creators attract 
highly-engaged YouTube audiences  
with content CE brands won’t produce

• The top 25 non-brand CE channels attract more  
than double the subscribers of the top 25 CE  
brand channels.

• Of the top 25 non-brand CE content creators on 
YouTube, 14 make review videos, six make hack 
videos, three make unboxing videos, and two make 
industry news videos. 

• CE product test videos (testing the extreme limits of 
devices) and versus videos (pitting two competitive 
products against each other) account for over 50% of 
total audience engagement within YouTube’s massive 
CE vlogger space.

• Although many vlogger-produced videos serve as 
entertainment, audiences also turn to independent  
content creators for objective product reviews and  
recommendations before making key consumer  
electronics purchasing decisions.

Average levels of relative engagement per user-generated CE video category.Types of brand-produced CE videos present on YouTube.

Types of Brand-Produced  
CE Videos on YouTube

Average Relative  
YouTube Engagement 
Per Category of  
User-Generated  
CE Video
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Users search differently on YouTube,  
and brands often can’t be found

• Consumers using YouTube search are primarily 
looking for product reviews, product comparisons, 
and other informative or entertaining content. They 
are not looking for immediate transaction-related 
information such as discounts or deals.

• Branded videos are hard to find on YouTube because 
many brands fail to effectively optimize their videos  
for YouTube search.

• Google search is primarily used for transaction-related 
consumer electronics queries.

Consumer electronics videos on YouTube 
cater almost exclusively to males

• 89% of CE video views come from a male audience, 
even though YouTube’s general audience is close to  
50/50 male/female.

• Most CE videos on YouTube feature male stars and 
are produced along storylines that appeals to male 
audiences.

 
 89%

 
Online-only CE retailers beat brick- 
and-mortar electronics chains

• Online-only retailers such as Newegg publish fresh 
YouTube content more frequently (up to 5.6x more 
videos) than brick-and-mortar stores like Best Buy, 
who publish only a few videos per year.

• Online retailers produce compelling news and 
serial content that attracts more viewers than videos 
produced by brick-and-mortar retailers.
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§1. Engage the YouTube Audience

§2. Publish Around Product Releases

§3. Produce More of the Right Content

§4. Practice Solid SEO and Channel Management

§5. Use YouTube Conversion Elements to Drive Sales

Best Practices for Consumer Electronics Brands  
on YouTube //

Consumer electronics brands can leverage YouTube’s marketing potential 
more effectively by implementing the following best practices:

Click here
to find more best YouTube Practices for brands 
on Pixability's blog

http://www.pixability.com/blog/
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1. Engage the YouTube audience
The most successful consumer electronics brands 
realize that YouTube is a fully-integrated social media 
platform. Audience engagement, defined as video likes, 
dislikes, comments, and social shares, is key for YouTube 
performance and results. 

Encourage social sharing, subscriptions, and long 
viewing sessions

The best CE brands and vloggers openly ask viewers to 
engage with their content:

§1. Encourage sharing of videos on social media. 
Videos shared on social networks are a key 
component of getting free, highly-qualified viewer 
traffic. Top-performing brands share their videos on 
social media multiple times per week.

§2. Ask viewers to subscribe to the YouTube channel 
they’re currently watching. This is a very effective 
way to build lasting relationships with viewers. New 
videos published to a brand’s channel will appear in 
the user’s YouTube homepage feed.

§3. YouTube rewards long viewing sessions with 
better search placements. It is in a brand’s best 
interest to point viewers proactively to related 
content. Sophisticated YouTube brand marketers 
like GoPro use end cards at the conclusion of their 
primary message to direct viewers to additional 
content. A secondary benefit of end cards is that 
they delay recommended videos from competitors 
showing up immediately after a user’s viewing 
experience. (Figure 1 and Figure 2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: End card on GoPro YouTube video encouraging 
viewers to subscribe and watch other videos.

Figure 2: PocketNow video end card with “Subscribe”  
call-to-action and social media links, plus additional links  
to other videos.

Top-performing consumer electronics brands share 
their videos on social media multiple times per week.

Audience Engagement =

Likes Comments Social Shares
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Figure 3: Screenshot of celebrity host Ellen DeGeneres discussing Google’s Nest 
Protect on her talk show.

Use celebrity endorsers to drive engagement

• Google used native advertising (a form of paid media 
where advertising follows the natural form and function 
of the user experience it is housed within) via Ellen 
DeGeneres to promote its Nest Protect on Ellen’s 
talk show and YouTube channel. With 8 million total 
subscribers, Ellen has 3x as many subscribers as 
Google’s own YouTube channel. More importantly, 
Ellen attracts a hard-to-reach female audience. Nest 
used a celebrity product endorsement strategy 
reminiscent of The Oprah Winfrey Show to reach 
women who aren’t typically targeted by technology 
brands, and gained significant commercial traction as a 
result. (Figure 3)

• Samsung successfully used Jay-Z and four other hip-
hop producers in a three-minute commercial that aired 
during the 2013 NBA finals. Jay-Z gave out one million 
free copies of his new Magna Carta Holy Grail album 
to Samsung users and provided access to a special 
pre-release site in the week leading up to launch. 
Samsung’s video received over 25 million views, over 
230,000 Facebook shares, over 20,000 tweets, and 
over 27,000 likes. (Figure 4)

Use teasers to boost pre-launch product interest

• Publishing product teasers (short, cryptic videos 
designed to build anticipation around a soon-to-be-
released product) in advance of launch is extremely 
successful when it comes to driving audience 
engagement. 

• Teasers are the most popular category of CE-related 
video on YouTube, attracting 15% of all CE video views 
and 21% of overall engagement.

Figure 4: Samsung used videos featuring celebrity hip-hop artist Jay-Z to promote its 
new product on YouTube.

Click here
to watch this  
video on YouTube

Click here
to watch this  
video on YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2BuLZCW3Dw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B--ZARCwSIE
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Best Practices 
Example: 

Figure 5: Beats' YouTube channel significantly outperforms Bose's YouTube channel when it comes to total views  
and subscribers.

Beats by Dr. Dre uses celebrity musicians to promote 
its line of headphones. Rather than focusing on 
product features, Beats emphasizes branding, Dr. 
Dre, and celebrity endorsements from stars such as 
Ellen DeGeneres who have clout with international 
and female audiences. It’s a strategy that is working 
for Beats, who is significantly outperforming its major 
competitor Bose when it comes to YouTube metrics.

• At the time of publication, Beats’ YouTube videos 
had received over 39 million views, over 134,000 
likes, and were shared over 428,000 times.  
(Figure 5)

• Bose has more videos than Beats (254 versus 217) 
but has received a fraction as many total views—only 
4,500,000. Bose disabled its comments and likes/
dislikes features on YouTube, leaving its channel cut 
off from further audience engagement with 42 total 
likes and 13,182 shares. High levels of engagement 
help videos receive additional YouTube exposure.

• Beats has over 150,000 YouTube subscribers, 
compared to Bose’s 10,000 subscribers.

Beats Vs. Bose  // Views and Subscribers

© Pixability, Inc. 2014
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Figure 6: Samsung’s YouTube publishing schedule. Samsung has published product teasers in advance of some of its new releases, but still 
publishes the majority of its product-related videos post-launch. Audiences are eager for brand-produced content pre-launch, before vloggers and 
other independent content creators gain access to devices.

2. Publish around product releases
Many top consumer electronics brands like Samsung 
increase YouTube publishing frequency in the high-
volume retail months of November and December  
leading up to the winter holidays. However, YouTube 
searches spike around product launches—not  
calendar dates.  
 
Spikes coincide to important product releases and 
announcements made by major brands, and do not 
correlate with Black Friday, Christmas, or Hanukkah.  
CE brands should publish to YouTube based on product 
releases, rather than seasonal retail trends.

Publish product-related videos in advance of  
new releases

• Brands should be publishing more videos in advance of 
new product launches. Pre-launch videos are where 
brands have a strong advantage, as vloggers lack 
access to new products until after an official release. 
However, brands tend to publish post-launch, when 
the data shows that consumer interest has gravitated 
to watching UGC (user-generated content) instead of 
branded videos. (Figure 6)

• Samsung publishes multiple times per month, and 
concentrates video publishing around new product 
campaigns and holidays. In contrast, JVC publishes 
only a handful of videos per year, distributed arbitrarily 
throughout the calendar. (Figure 7, on following page)

Regularly publishing new content is essential

• Although publishing around product releases is ideal, 
some brands will only have a few product releases per 
year. It’s important to continue to develop additional 
content around products and other interesting 
storylines to fill gaps between launches and new 
product updates.

CE brands should publish to YouTube based on  
product releases, rather than seasonal retail trends.

Samsung’s YouTube Video Publishing Schedule  // 
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Figure 7: Samsung’s YouTube publishing schedule, compared with JVC’s publishing schedule. 
Samsung publishes multiple times per month and concentrates videos around new product 
campaigns and holidays, while JVC publishes fewer videos per year and fails to align them with  
specific product releases or retail events.

Annual Publishing Schedule  // Samsung

Annual Publishing Schedule  // JVC

Spotlight on Consumer Electronics Accessories 

Although accessories for consumer electronics devices are not 
covered within the main scope of this study, videos featuring new 
cases, connectors, and other device add-ons are highly popular  
on YouTube. 

The top CE accessory manufacturers maintain a robust YouTube 
presence. Videos produced by many accessories brands pair device 
footage with a demonstration of the protective benefits of a particular 
case or cover. Although some mass-distributed brands like Speck are 
newcomers to YouTube (Speck’s channel was established in August 
2013), brands like Incase have had a channel presence since 2006.

Speck has 58 total videos on its YouTube 
channel, 317,956 total views, and 491 

subscribers. Most of Speck’s videos are not optimized for YouTube 
search with detailed titles, descriptions, and tags, and have received 
fewer than 1,000 views each. Speck’s video entitled “Speck presents 
‘The Fall’ (:30 version)” depicts various devices hurtling towards the 
ground from the sky. At the last moment, a Speck case protects an 
iPhone as it hits the pavement. “The Fall” received 253,840 total 
views, or nearly 80% of the channel’s overall views, but it is likely that 
the majority of those views were paid views.

Incase has 208 total YouTube videos, 
4,764,324 total views, and 8,852 subscribers. 

This accessories brand uses a variety of playlists on its channel to 
separate out product videos from original YouTube series based 
around professional photojournalists and filmmakers using Incase 
gear within their daily routines. 

Otterbox, a leading manufacturer of 
protective cases for smartphones and other 
mobile technology, established its channel 
in 2009 and has 327 videos, 22,815,466 

total views, and 20,122 subscribers. Otterbox arranges its playlists 
around specific products, and shows off how its Otterbox cases fit 
phones and other devices and how well they protect. Although its 
content lacks elaborate storylines, Otterbox's videos demonstrate the 
clear benefits of its products in real-life situations. Otterbox’s YouTube 
channel has more videos, views, and subscribers than Incase and 
Speck combined. © Pixability, Inc. 2014
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Figure 8: Average publishing time between videos for top 
CE brand channels, excluding outlier Apple.

3. Produce more of the right 
YouTube content
Most CE brands are not producing and publishing 
enough content to YouTube. The top five CE brand 
channels publish new videos almost 3.5x more frequently 

than the bottom five CE brand 
channels. 

However, the amount of total 
videos published to YouTube 
per brand varies significantly 
within the CE vertical. More 
videos do not always equal 
more views, likes, shares, 

or subscribers for brands. The majority of videos on 
consumer electronics brand channels fail to reach 
a large audience, with 75% of videos receiving fewer 
than 10,000 views. The most successful YouTube videos 
offer audiences a tangible benefit in the form of authentic 
content that teaches, entertains, intrigues, or informs.

Frequent and well-timed publishing is key for  
CE brands

• The top five CE brands, excluding Apple, publish new 
videos every 4 days on average, versus every 12 
days (all other CE brands). (Figure 8) 

• It is worth noting that Apple is an outlier in terms of 
its publishing schedule and overall number of videos 
live on its channel at any one time. Following a new 
product launch, Apple makes many of its teasers and 
concept videos private. Apple’s YouTube channel has 
over 1,000 total videos, but less than 200 are currently 
accessible to the public.

Rank CE Brand # of Relevant  
YouTube Videos

1 Samsung 9,100
2 Nokia 6,492
3 Philips 5,828
4 Dell 5,816
5 Google 3,850
6 LG 3,832
7 Panasonic 3,202
8 Sony 3,071
9 HP 1,974
10 Canon 1,672
11 Nikon 1,600
12 Microsoft 1,474
13 Pioneer 1,383
14 Lenovo 1,067
15 Hitachi 768
16 Acer 763
17 Epson 755
18 Toshiba 736
19 Sharp 620
20 Vizio 255
21 Bose 254
22 JVC 194
23 Harman Kardon 160
24 Apple 134
25 TCL 16

Top 25 CE Brands, Ranked by  
Number of YouTube Videos Published

Figure 10: Top 25 CE brands ranked by total  
number of YouTube videos published.

• Producing more videos and publishing them 
to YouTube helps brands maintain visibility in 
subscriber newsfeeds, as well as attracting  
new subscribers.

• Samsung is the leader in CE content production 
with 9,100 CE-related videos.

• GoPro published 202 videos in 2013, an average of 
nearly four videos per week, and is experiencing rapid 
growth and high return on investment (ROI) from its 
YouTube presence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Average Days Between New Videos Published  //  
CE Brand Channels, Excluding Apple 

Best Practices for Consumer Electronics Brands on YouTube // 18
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Figure 9: YouTube publishing schedules for GoPro compared with Nikon Contour. GoPro publishes an average of four times 
per week, compared to Nikon Contour publishing only eight times per calendar year.

GoPro employs a robust and regular YouTube 
publishing schedule as part of its content strategy. 
GoPro frequently sponsors Red Bull events and creates 
videos based on the action, earning almost 25 million 
YouTube views from Red Bull-related events alone. 

“Customers started posting their photos and videos 
on YouTube and Twitter and would sometimes tag our 
company,” Lee Topar, Digital Marketing Director of GoPro, 
explained. “Soon we started encouraging them to tag us 
or post on our company pages.” Initially, GoPro started 
advertising in the US only, but “the moment we rolled out 
our video-based advertising on YouTube to a wider group 
of countries, we immediately saw a lift in direct sales in 
those countries,” Topar said.5

GoPro’s competitor, Nikon Contour, lacks the volume of 
YouTube videos and consistent publishing schedule that 
makes GoPro so successful. Nikon Contour’s views and 
engagement trail behind GoPro’s as a result. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Grow Your Business With YouTube Step-by-Step Guide, YouTube, March 2012

Publishing Schedule  // GoPro Publishing Schedule  // Nikon Contour

• GoPro published 202 videos in 2013, compared to 
eight videos published by Nikon Contour within the 
same timeframe. (Figure 9)

• GoPro has 7x more videos on its YouTube channel 
than Nikon Contour.

• GoPro’s YouTube channel has 75x more subscribers 
than Nikon Contour’s YouTube channel.

• GoPro has 58x more views than Nikon Contour, and 
34x more social shares.

GoPro is exemplary in the way that it has leveraged 
YouTube to expand from a highly-targeted product with 
a niche audience to the popular lifestyle consumer 
electronics brand that it is today. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Case Study:

© Pixability, Inc. 2014
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Figure 11: Screenshots of innovative new products depicted in YouTube videos attract millions of views, likes, shares,  
and comments from highly-engaged viewers.

Invest in a variety of content

• Top-performing CE brands produce a much wider 
range of videos than their less successful counterparts, 
varying video lengths 5x more on average. 

• Brands should produce longer videos for their YouTube 
audiences. The majority of successful UGC (user-
generated content) videos are 5+ minutes in length, 
yet many CE brands continue to produce short videos 
less than 3 minutes in length.

Brand personality attracts views

• Some of the most viewed and shared CE videos on 
YouTube are those that reflect brand personality. 

• Google produces many YouTube videos that are funny 
or unconventional, Apple often invests in earnest, 
high-end videos touting innovation and change, and 
Samsung frequently features celebrities and well-
known athletes in its content.

• Google’s “Zeitgeist 2012: Year In Review” video 
reflected its brand values, told an engaging story, and 
received over 16 million views, over 500,000 Facebook 
shares, and over 108,000 likes.

• LG’s video featuring a real chicken using a camera 
ranks in LG’s top three videos when it comes to 
engagement, with 120,000 Facebook shares.

• Satire and spoof videos making fun of other content 
are always popular (whether produced by brands or 
vloggers), and attract high levels of engagement and 
social sharing.
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The majority of successful UGC  
(user-generated content) videos are  
5+ minutes in length, yet many CE 
brands continue to produce short  
videos less than 3 minutes in length.

Videos about innovative new products have some  
of the highest view counts

• YouTube has become a successful launching pad for 
“never-before-seen” innovations. Video as a medium 
conveys the look, feel, and experience of a new 
invention far better than text can. Google’s “How 
It Feels [through Google Glass]” video received 
over 25 million views as audiences eagerly turned to 
YouTube to discover exactly what they would see and 
hear while wearing Glass. (Figure 11, preceding page)

• High-profile new inventions are frequently covered by 
the media and discussed by vloggers in advance of 
launch. In response, viewers are turning to YouTube to 
weigh in on new prototypes and share product videos 
within their own social networks.

• Amazon’s video featuring its Amazon Prime drone—a 
new and controversial delivery concept—had over 14 
million views at the time of publication.

Best Practices 
Example:

HTC’s video promoting its HTC One (M8) phone 
featuring Robert Downey Jr. is a strong example of 
a brand producing the right YouTube content. In one 
short video, HTC:

• Features a celebrity

• Acts as a teaser for a major new product

• Features external annotations linking to a detailed 
site dedicated to features of the new HTC One 
(M8) phone

• Establishes a superior design advantage over  
competitors

Click here
to watch this  
video on YouTube

© Pixability, Inc. 2014

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mgytZ6bTmSQ
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Figure 13: Average number of YouTube playlists of top  
25% of CE brand channels, compared with bottom 25%  
of CE brand channels.

Number of YouTube Playlists  // 
CE Brand Channels

Average Number of Tags per YouTube Video  // 
CE Brand Channels

Figure 12: Average tags per video of top 25% of CE brand 
channels compared with bottom 25% of CE brand channels.

4. Solid YouTube SEO and channel 
management pays off
Consumer electronics brands who have succeeded 
in connecting with their target audiences on YouTube 
typically do so by investing in channel management, 
video SEO, and optimization.

Successful CE brands use metadata tags, playlists, 
and conversion links to get their content discovered 
on YouTube

• The top 25% of CE brand channels use 1.5x more 
metadata tags than the bottom 25% of CE brand 
channels. Metadata tags are short, descriptive text 
labels that help videos get discovered by search 
engines. (Figure 12)

• The top 25% of CE brand channels practice good 
channel management and use 8x more playlists than 
the bottom 25% of brand channels to improve their 
viewers' experience. YouTube playlists are content 
shelves that organize videos by product, campaign, or 
other set criteria to help users find relevant content 
more easily within a brand channel. (Figure 13)

Top 25% of 
CE Brand Channels

Top 25% of 
CE Brand Channels

Bottom 25% of 
CE Brand Channels

Bottom 25% of 
CE Brand Channels

Click here
to view Pixability's CE Playlist on YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFo6lJFBwtM&list=PLK9OhVcw_LCpxvNr6WC_5s5M14ZEwKftz
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5. Use YouTube conversion 
elements to drive sales 
Top CE brands recognize YouTube’s potential not only as 
a platform to raise awareness, but also as an avenue to 
drive sales.

• Figure 14 depicts an example of Newegg, an online  
CE retailer, utilizing annotations within its videos to  
link directly to product purchase pages via a  
conversion link.

• The top 25% of CE brand channels use 45% more 
conversion links than the bottom 25% of CE brand 
channels. (Figure 15)

• Conversion links appear as annotations or within 
video end cards. They direct viewers to more specific 
videos on a topic, additional features or device 
information, product purchase pages, or other related 
content depending on a brand marketer’s goals.

Figure 15: Percentage of videos in which conversion links 
are used by top 25% of CE brand channels, compared 
with bottom 25% of CE brand channels.

Frequency of Use of YouTube Conversion Links  // 
CE Brand Channels

Top CE brands recognize YouTube’s potential not  
only as a platform to raise awareness, but also as  
an avenue to drive sales.

Figure 14: Screenshot of a Newegg YouTube video with “Get it here”  
video annotation with conversion link at top left.
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Detailed Findings //

The following pages delve more deeply into the data generated  
by Pixability’s proprietary YouTube marketing software, and the 
implications for consumer electronics brands on YouTube.

The Top 25 
CE Brands:

280
Channels

23%
of total CE views

48
countries
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YouTube’s consumer electronics 
vertical is huge, continues to grow 
rapidly, and is controlled by the 
industry’s top brands
Consumer electronics is a rapidly growing category in 
terms of the amount of YouTube channels and content 
available, and according to annual revenue. There are 
902,615 consumer electronics videos on YouTube, 
with a total of 18.9 billion views. 

Figure 16: Total monthly views of consumer electronics videos on YouTube.

Total Monthly YouTube Views // CE Video Content

• In August 2008, CE content on YouTube attracted 100 
million views per month. 

• In August 2013, CE content was viewed more than 483 
million times per month. (Figure 16) 

The industry’s top 25 CE brands now operate 280 
YouTube channels in a total of over 48 different 
countries, and own 23% of YouTube’s total CE views.  

There are 902,615 consumer electronics videos  
on YouTube, with a total of 18.9 billion views.

As of May 2014,  
YouTube had

related videos.

Note: Videos falling into more than 
one category are double-counted.

© Pixability, Inc. 2014
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Mobile phone and tablet videos are the most 
prevalent types of consumer electronics content  
on YouTube

• YouTube currently has 508,000 phone and tablet-
related videos, which have attracted over 12 billion 
total views. (Figure 17 and Figure 18)

• Mobile phone and tablet content on YouTube attracts 
2.6x as many views as computer content, the next 
most viewed category of CE content. (Figure 19, on 
following page)

• Sony’s mobile phone-specific channel receives  
10x as many views as its general CE channel. 

Total Views  // Per CE Device Category

Figure 18: Total amount of YouTube views for each of the CE categories covered within the scope of 
this study. Smartphone and tablet-related videos dominate with over 12 billion total views.

 

Figure 17: Total number of YouTube videos in each of the CE categories covered within the scope of this study. 
Videos covering several topics are double-counted.

Consumer Electronics Video Numbers  // Per CE Device Category

334 M
views per month
on YouTube

smartphone tablet-related views
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Wearable technology has recently experienced a 
marked upswing in YouTube views and search as  
the category grows in popularity

• Wearable tech—a category made up of fitness bands, 
Google Glass, smart watches, and other devices 
that didn’t exist just a few years ago—began rising in 
popularity in YouTube search queries in October 2013. 
(Figure 20)

• Jawbone’s UP® fitness band has received over 5 
million total YouTube views; Fitbit has earned 500,000 
total YouTube views. 

• Although search queries are growing, wearable 
manufacturers are still not performing well on YouTube 
relative to other CE brands. Jawbone has less than 
6,000 total subscribers and has failed to effectively 
optimize its YouTube channel. 

• Subscribers matter on YouTube. Subscriber 
numbers are now one of the key metrics that influence 
YouTube’s search algorithm and earn brands a top 
spot in search results. Subscribership gives wearable 
tech brands and other CE manufacturers a direct way 
to reach a loyal audience and push out news, events, 
tips, suggested videos, and new products to potential 
wearable technology customers.

Figure 19: Total monthly mobile phone and tablet video views on YouTube continue to climb 
as viewers search for iPhone, Android, Samsung Galaxy, and other branded and non-branded 
smartphone and tablet videos.

Total Monthly Views  // Smartphone + Tablet Segment

Figure 20: Total monthly wearable technology video views on YouTube are growing as viewers 
search for Fitbits, Jawbone UPs ®, Google Glass, and other wearable devices.

Total Monthly Views  // Wearable Tech Segment

Subscriber numbers are now one of the top metrics 
that influence YouTube’s search algorithm and earn 
brands a top spot in search results.
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The top five CE brands out-publish 
and outperform their YouTube  
competition 3:1 
Within YouTube’s vast consumer electronics community, 
brands hold a strong position compared to vloggers and 
other independent content creators. Of YouTube’s top 
100 CE-related videos, 82 videos have been created by 
brands, not vloggers. 
 
But not all CE brands are performing equally on 
YouTube. Samsung, Apple, Google, Nokia, and Sony 
consistently publish more frequently than their 
competitors, attract more views, and experience higher 
levels of engagement with their audience.

Brands own a significant share of YouTube’s  
CE-related content

• CE brands control 4.5 billion (23%) of YouTube’s 
18.9 billion CE video views. (Figure 21) 

• The top five CE brands (ranked by total subscriber 
numbers) average 4,529 videos each; almost 3x the 
amount of content of the bottom 20 brands discussed 
in this study, which average 1,618 videos each.

• The most successful CE brand channels publish new 
videos 3.5x more frequently than bottom-performing 
CE brand channels.

YouTube CE Space Share of Voice  // Breakdown, According to Views

Figure 21: Within YouTube’s vast consumer electronics universe, brands control 23% of video views.

YouTube dominance by CE brands, compared with user-generated content, 
varies significantly by industry. The CE industry contrasts sharply with the 
beauty industry, where user generated content makes up the vast majority of 
beauty-related videos, and only 3% of YouTube beauty video views belong to 
major brands.  

Pixability’s Beauty on YouTube industry study, available as a free download 
at www.pixability.com/beautystudy, represents a deep dive into the beauty 
industry on YouTube and highlights the revelation that independent beauty 
content creators and vloggers are currently outperforming even the largest of 
beauty brands.

Click here
to read Pixability's Beauty on YouTube study

http://www.pixability.com/industry-studies/beautystudy
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YouTube Views per Video  //  
Top CE Brands vs. Bottom CE Brands

Paid and organic views fuel one another as  
advertising delivers viewers who then subscribe  
and organically share future content with their  
social networks.

Figure 22: Average views per video for top five CE 
brands, compared with bottom five CE brands.

The biggest names in the CE industry control  
a disproportionate amount of video views

• The top five CE brands (ranked by total subscriber 
numbers) earn 111x more average views per video 
than the bottom five brands. (Figure 22)

• Figure 23 shows the wide disparity between average 
views per video for the 25 brands covered within the 
scope of this study in greater depth.

• Large CE brands can afford to spend more on YouTube 
advertising campaigns to disseminate their content via 
paid views. Additionally, brands have the advantage of 
new product release information and “first-look” product 
access to attract viewers’ attention. 

• Any brand can spend on advertising campaigns to 
seed audience interest and spark a subsequent surge 
in organic views. Paid and organic views fuel one 
another as advertising delivers viewers who then 
subscribe and organically share future content with 
their social networks.

Rank YouTube Channel
Average 
Views per 
Video

1 SamsungMobile 923,733
2 Apple 915,747
3 Google 535,245
4 Nokia 189,592
5 Microsoft 131,544
6 Acer 72,607
7 TCLEuropeMovies 68,987
8 ToshibaUS 48,973
9 CanonNorthAmerica 44,209
10 HP 41,222
11 LenovoVision 39,047
12 SonyElectronics 29,439
13 SharpElectronicsUSA 22,572
14 HarmanKardon 21,418
15 VIZIOUSA 19,351
16 Bose 17,831
17 EpsonTV 12,525
18 DellVlog 10,692
19 ExperienceLG 7,971
20 JVCAmerica 7,788
21 Philips 7,534
22 DMovieNikon 5,886
23 PioneerElectronics 5,297
24 PanasonicUSVideos 3,680
25 HitachiBrandChannel 1,880

Top 25 CE Brand Channels, Ranked 
by Average Views Per Video

Figure 23: Top 25 YouTube CE brand channels, 
ranked by average views per video.

© Pixability, Inc. 2014
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Top CE brands create separate channels for different 
countries and devices

• Consumer electronics brands that have product lines 
across many different device categories and countries 
should create separate YouTube channels for each 
distinct market.

• Successful brands like Samsung and LG each operate 
30 distinct device and country-related channels to 
ensure content related to vastly different appliances 
(i.e. refrigerators and smartphones) remains separate 
and easily accessible to audiences looking for specific 
categories. (Figure 24, on following page)

Although Nokia’s smartphone business was recently purchased by 
Microsoft, the Nokia brand continues to have its own YouTube  
channels. Nokia has a long history of successfully leveraging  
YouTube worldwide, and although Nokia reported operating losses  

Spotlight On: in its Q1 2014 financial report, the brand retains a very strong presence in  
the international mobile phone marketplace. 

Some readers may be surprised to find Nokia in the top five CE brands 
according to total views, number of YouTube channels, and other key metrics 
on YouTube, but historically the brand has been successful when it comes to 
YouTube strategy and content production—operating losses aside.
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Rank Brand Number of CE-Related 
YouTube Channels

1 Samsung 30
2 LG 30
3 Nokia 27
4 Panasonic 24
5 Sony 17
6 Canon 16
7 Google 14
8 Dell 14
9 Toshiba 14
10 Acer 10
11 Microsoft 9
12 Nikon 9
13 Philips 9
14 HP 9
15 Epson 9
16 Hitachi 8
17 JVC 8
18 Lenovo 6
19 Sharp 5
20 Pioneer 4
21 Harman Kardon 4
22 TCL 3
23 Apple 1
24 Vizio 1
25 Bose 1

Top 25 CE Brands, Ranked by Total  
Number of CE-Related YouTube Channels

The top five CE brands attract significantly higher 
levels of audience engagement than their competitors

• Audience engagement (video likes, dislikes, 
comments, and social shares) is a key part of 
YouTube’s search algorithm. Although some brands 
disable these features on YouTube due to fears about 
negative or inappropriate comments, it is important to 
leave this functionality active both for search purposes 
and to participate in YouTube’s community. 

• Top CE brands treat YouTube as a two-way 
conversation between their brand and their 
viewers, and actively respond to audience comments, 
complaints, and requests for new content.

• The top five CE brands (ranked by total subscribers) 
get 238x more comments on average than the  
bottom five CE brands.

• Subscriber reach is very uneven among CE brands; 
the top five brands have 1.7x as many subscribers  
as the next 20 brands.

• Out of all CE videos ranked according to YouTube 
“likes,” Google holds seven of the top ten videos.

On average, the top 25 CE brands have:

Figure 24: Top 25 YouTube CE brands, ranked by total number of 
CE-related YouTube channels.

© Pixability, Inc. 2014
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Brands are underutilizing their 
audience’s YouTube attention 
span with short-format videos and 
repurposed commercials
Not all types of video are equally popular, successful, or 
available in the same quantity on YouTube. High-profile 
branded videos featuring products, celebrities, and 
elaborate storylines attract disproportionate numbers  
of YouTube views.  
 
High-profile videos act as key drivers of  
audience interest

• Exclusive product teasers and well-produced CE 
videos with a compelling plot and impressive special 
effects gain millions of views on YouTube. 

• Samsung’s #GALAXY11 football videos featuring 
famous soccer stars fighting off aliens have earned a 
total of 25 million views. “#GALAXY11: The Beginning” 
is Samsung’s fourth most-viewed video of all time. 
(Figure 25)

Brands are underutilizing their audience’s YouTube 
attention span 

• Traditional commercials, which still make up more 
than a third of the YouTube content published by CE 
brands, fall largely flat in terms of customer interest 
and engagement.

• Longer-form videos receive significantly more viewer 
attention than short-form commercials, but brands still 
primarily produce short-form YouTube content less 
than 3 minutes in length. (Figure 26) 

Figure 26: Long-format YouTube videos are most popular with viewers, but brands continue to produce mostly short videos 
less than three minutes in length.

Figure 25: Samsung’s successful #GALAXY11 YouTube campaign, featuring 
international celebrity soccer stars, attracted over 25 million total views and is 
Samsung’s fourth-most viewed video of all time.

Videos Consumer Electronics Brands Produce // Videos Consumer Electronics Audience Actually Watches //
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Commercials are overrepresented on YouTube,  
representing 37% of all videos published but  
capturing only 10% of views.

Figure 27: Types of brand-produced CE videos present on YouTube, compared to relative views per category. Commercials make up 37% of all CE videos published to YouTube,  
but attract only 10% of views.

Brands continue to publish CE commercials  
to YouTube that aren't getting watched

• Commercials are overrepresented on YouTube, 
representing 37% of all videos published but 
capturing only 10% of views. (Figure 27)

• Product teasers, how-to videos and brand tie-ins  
(third party promotions) are underrepresented on 
YouTube relative to the number of total views  
they attract.   
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LG introduced the “incredibly lifelike” colors and quality of its new  
IPS monitors on YouTube with a series of very unusual videos.  
LG’s team installed nine screens in the floor of an elevator, and then 
ran a video of floor tiles dropping out of the bottom of the elevator to 
startle workers riding in the office elevator. The quality of the screens 

Best Practices 
Example:

    

was so high that everyone believed the footage was real. LG also set up a 
series of interviews in an office with a “window” that was really an LG screen. 
To the interviewees’ complete panic, the screen showed a comet hitting the 
city mid-interview. These innovative videos are each two minutes long, and 
have attracted 22 million views and 16 million views respectively, along with 
tens of thousands of likes and shares. By producing YouTube content with 
unusual storylines and “behind-the-scenes” footage that startled, entertained, 
and educated about its new product, LG captured audience interest, attracted 
significant media coverage, and launched its new product in a very  
memorable fashion.

Screenshots of LG’s IPS Monitor videos on YouTube. The videos, too long for television and featuring behind-the-scenes footage and real reactions from 
unsuspecting individuals, contain high appeal for YouTube audiences and have attracted over 38 million total views and tens of thousands of likes and shares.
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Pre-launch video strategy:  
Product teasers are an essential 
part of the YouTube toolbox for  
consumer electronics brands
Pre-launch product teasers are some of the most 
watched consumer electronics videos on YouTube.  
Teaser videos outperform all other CE YouTube  
video types in terms of average views and average 
engagement.

• Pixability’s data shows that product announcements 
drive spikes in YouTube searches for specific brands 
and products and boost channel views pre-launch. 
(Figure 28) 

• Creating teasers and other product-related videos to 
drive traffic and attract follow-on views is integral to 
maximizing the impact of a new product launch.

• All CE brands should publish product teasers  
and official product launch announcements on 
YouTube to take advantage of the searches  
happening in the weeks leading up to a highly 
anticipated product release. 

Views/Engagement per Video  // Pre- and Post- Release for Samsung’s Galaxy Note 3

All CE brands should publish product teasers and 
official product launch announcements on YouTube 
to take advantage of search queries occurring in the 
weeks leading up to a highly anticipated release.

Figure 28: Pre- and post- product release video views/engagement for Samsung Galaxy Note 3 videos. Brands tend 
to perform better pre-release, while vloggers dominate post-release.
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Product teaser videos are currently underrepresented 
on YouTube—even though CE brands have a unique 
capability to produce exclusive “first-look” videos

• Product teaser videos make up only 12% of CE videos 
on YouTube, but lead in total engagement (21%).

• Product announcements and teasers drive large 
amounts of active audience interest (searches, sharing, 
etc.), yet not all brands are producing teaser videos in 
the weeks leading up to new product releases.  
(Figure 29)

• Samsung owns seven of YouTube’s top ten CE teasers. 

Samsung owns  of YouTube’s top

CE teasers

Product teaser videos make up only 12% of all  
consumer electronics videos on YouTube, but  
lead in total engagement (21%).

Figure 29: iPhone product announcements drive YouTube search traffic spikes over time. Viewer are searching for new  
devices close to launch dates, and are typically looking for official brand-produced teasers and announcements.

Mobile Phone and YouTube Search Interest Over Time  // iPhone, Android & Samsung Galaxy
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Brands and vloggers play different roles on YouTube 
pre- and post- product release

• In the weeks leading up to release, vlogger videos 
fail to gain traction, while brand videos receive high 
numbers of views. Post-release, vloggers and other 
independent content creators tend to outperform 
brands in terms of overall cumulative view numbers. 

• Vlogger-produced consumer electronics video 
views spike post-release, once independent content 
creators are able to obtain products and review them 
in depth from an objective perspective. After an official 
launch, vloggers are quick to create spoofs of brand-
produced videos, or destroy fresh-out-of-the-box 
products for their audience’s entertainment.

• Google Glass vlogger-produced videos received 
360,000 views pre-release, but attracted 1.8 million 
views post-release.

Samsung Galaxy’s teaser video earned over 500,000 
Facebook shares—with a video over 18 minutes in 
length. Many successful teaser videos are far longer than 
30-second “commercial length” videos. Brands should 
not shy away from producing longer YouTube teaser 
videos if the content is engaging and the product is new 
and highly anticipated.

Not All Teasers 
Are Short:

Google Glass Launch:
Vlogger Videos

© Pixability, Inc. 2014
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Independent content creators 
attract highly-engaged YouTube 
audiences with content CE brands 
don’t produce
The division between who is willing (or able) to make 
certain types of video is clearly defined within YouTube’s 
consumer electronics ecosystem. Brands may own 
the teaser category, but vloggers and other brand-
independent publications and content creators are 
creating other highly popular video varieties that brands 
can’t or won’t make. Unconventional video types 
serve as the edge independent content creators have 
on brands when it comes to creating unique stories that 
attract views. (Figure 30)

Types of vlogger videos

• Test videos—meaning testing out the extreme limits of 
CE products—make up 32% of user-generated content 
(UGC) engagement and 21% of UGC views.

• 23% of UGC engagement comes from “versus” 
videos that pit two competitive products against each 
other. Reviews are also highly popular. (Figure 31, on 
following page)

• Versus videos make up 13% of user-generated 
content views; humorous videos make up 13%, and 

“how to” videos (step-by-step demonstrations of how 
to complete a task) make up 12% of views. (Figure 32, 
on following page)

• Figure 33 (page 40) lists the top 25 non-brand CE 
videos on YouTube, ranked by total engagement. 
Hack videos, reviews, and versus videos are 
prominent within the list. The titles demonstrate the 
unconventional nature of many of these videos. 
 
 
 
 

Figure 30: Examples of user-generated consumer electronics YouTube videos that 
brands would be unlikely to produce. 
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Figure 31: Average levels of relative engagement per user-generated CE video category. Figure 32: Average relative views per category for user-generated CE content.

Vloggers and other brand-independent content  
creators are earning views from videos brands  
are unlikely to produce.
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Top 25 Non-Brand CE Videos, Ranked by Engagement

Figure 33: Top 25 non-brand produced CE videos, ranked by engagement. List is limited to the seven CE categories contained within the scope 
of this study; channels that primarily focus on categories such as gaming and accessories are not included. Note the individual video titles. 
Product reviews, versus videos, unboxing videos, and destruction videos feature prominently in the list.

Channel Video Title Engagement

ElectronicsBreak iPhone 4S vs. Samsung Galaxy S II Drop Test 534,531
PhoneBuff Nokia Lumia 920 Hammer & Knife Scratch Test 75,231
HouseholdHacker How to Charge an iPod using electrolytes and an onion 49,519
Wylsacom MacBook Air 2013 39,566
kay0kay Computers Of The Future 31,815
marquesbrownlee Apple iPad Air Review! 28,957
wicked4u2c Android Vs iOS The Truth about Apple and Google: OS Part 1 of 5 20,483
SoldierKnowsBest The iPad: What Apple doesn't want u to know. 16,790
lockergnome New iMac Hands On & Giveaway 16,161
UMDBureau MacBook Air Parody 11,713
albertoson Ist ein Smartphone ein Muss? Jetzt Frage ich 11,228
kipkay Laptop Battery Hack 10,693
duncan33303 What is a computer? 9,215
JrProductionx How To Factory Restore Mac | Macbook Pro Air iMac & Mini to Factory Settings | Reset 9,084
rozetkaua Nokia Lumia 1020 9,069
threeguystechreviews Nokia Lumia 1020 vs DSLR: Full Review! 9,038
iPhoneParodia New MacBook Air Parodia - iPhoneParodia 8,889
tehkseven Ultimate iPhone Guitar 7,718
adrianisen Nokia Lumia 920 Review - Hammer Drop Test 7,543
ChillaFrilla Apple iMac 27 3.4GHz i7 SSD Unboxing (2012) 7,270
unboxtherapy MacBook Air Unboxing (13-inch MacBook Air 2013 Unboxing - Haswell) 6,836
guingui212222 iPad 3 Vs Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 6,676
MobileTechReview Samsung Galaxy Note Review 6,670
roydroider Nokia Lumia 1020 6,424
wilsontech1 Will I Switch to Android? 5,789
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Although the term “vloggers” often includes non-professional 
content creators who operate independently from any one brand, 
the definition of vloggers continues to evolve. More advanced CE 
brands have started to provide test devices to individual vloggers to 
encourage reviews. 

Many vloggers are becoming increasingly professional. At the 
same time, media outlets are cutting costs and occasionally are hiring 
vloggers as project-based extensions of their team.  
 
It is a mistake to dismiss vloggers as individuals operating from  
their bedrooms with a limited share of voice. Many of YouTube's  
top CE vloggers possessmore subscribers than any of the top  
25 CE brands.

Vlogger 
Varieties:

Compared to other industries such as beauty, YouTube's consumer electronics 
independent content creator community is strongly international. 19 of 
YouTube’s top 25 CE vloggers are from the United States. The other six hail from 
Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Italy, and Russia.

Official product videos versus parodies

• Consumer electronics vlogger/publication channels, 
on average, have many more subscribers than top 
brand channels. Figure 34 on the following page lists 
the top 25 CE brand-independent content creators, 
ranked by total subscriber numbers. Household 
Hacker, the number one-ranked CE YouTube vlogger, 
has over 280 million views and 2.4 million subscribers.

• Of the top 25 non-brand CE content creators on 
YouTube, 14 make review videos, six make hack 
videos, three make unboxing videos, and two make 
industry news videos.

Household Hacker
#1-ranked YouTube CE Vlogger

2.4 M
Subscribers

280 M
Views
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YouTube Channel Name Subscribers Total Views
Number of  
Relevant Videos

Engagement Category 

HouseholdHacker 2,295,636 286,080,912 26 251,437 Hack
kipkay 1,752,299 450,711,010 13 112,780 Hack
baixaki 1,208,550 120,139,706 283 445,467 Review
marquesbrownlee 1,103,934 84,637,540 146 1,335,725 Review
unboxtherapy 783,441 86,311,020 149 529,778 Unboxing 
SoldierKnowsBest 707,451 150,226,855 462 635,758 Review
AndroideReview 487,218 26,862,673 173 404,614 Review
iCrackUriDevice 469,729 79,742,950 425 628,790 Review
phonearena 452,888 320,112,922 1,624 578,194 Hack
ipoduplink 424,931 35,877,989 506 252,619 Review
tysiphonehelp 405,748 97,492,279 383 695,866 Hack
TechRax 402,843 76,286,925 64 221,595 Review
rozetkaua 394,418 68,153,145 6 839 Review
everythingapplepro 376,670 94,500,422 312 524,503 Review
phonedog 373,850 190,679,857 1,774 717,820 Hack
tldtoday 372,260 70,622,972 3 1,137 Review 
lockergnome 342,508 180,000,443 948 653,692 Unboxing 
detroitborg 335,682 85,574,244 268 388,254 Review
telefoninopuntonet 329,998 107,162,799 352 247,153 Unboxing 
myjailbreakmovies 173,261 69,530,820 10 10,047 Hack

Influential CE Online Retailers and Media Outlets 
jon4lakers  744,702  274,893,309  1,181  1,332,212 Review
CNETTV  621,874  210,720,238  1,816  835,407 Industry News
pocketnowvideo  598,570  226,791,910  2,074  1,590,837 Review
newegg  314,793  70,789,401  745  349,424 Review
theverge  299,488  68,305,845  497  373,393 Industry News

 

Top 25 Non-Brand CE YouTube Channels, Ranked by Subscriber Numbers

Figure 34: Top 25 non-brand CE YouTube channels, ranked by subscriber numbers. List is limited to the seven CE categories contained within the scope 
of this study; channels that primarily focus on categories such as gaming and accessories are not included.
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Tablet Search Differences  // Google Search Vs. YouTube Search

Users search differently on  
YouTube, and brands often can’t  
be found
YouTube is the world’s second-largest search engine. It 
is essential for brands to position their content within 
YouTube search so that users can find it and consider 
it before making key brand decisions. Many brands 
still fail to use sophisticated video SEO strategies to 
improve their discoverability on YouTube.

Users search differently on YouTube compared  
to when they use traditional text search engines  
like Google

• Figure 35 shows an example of typical search terms 
that users considering a tablet purchase will use. 

• On Google search, the simple search term “best tablet” 
gets the most search volume.  
 

• The more specific comparison “iPad vs. Samsung” 
receives fairly low volume. 

• Spikes around Black Friday and winter holidays 
(times when consumers typically make a large number 
of purchasing decisions) are very common on Google 
search. The search term “tablet deals” spikes as users 
look for the best prices. 

YouTube search patterns for the same tablet 
keywords are very different

• The most popular search term is “tablet reviews,” 
followed by “best tablet” and “iPad vs. Samsung.” 

• This suggests that users are searching primarily for 
very specific tablet-related informational content on 
YouTube. 

• While mild seasonality appears around the holidays, 
search volume remains remarkably constant. This 
again points to different consumer behavior. Users go 

to YouTube throughout the year to keep up-to-date 
about products that they might not be ready to buy 
quite yet.

• Brands can engage potential consumers at a much 
earlier point in the buying process on YouTube, 
compared to very transaction-oriented traditional 
search engines like Google or Bing.

Users don’t see YouTube as a medium for immediate 
transactions

• Virtually absent on YouTube search is the short-term, 
buying-oriented phrase “tablet deals.” 

• YouTube is being used for research in the consumer 
buying process. By the time potential consumers 
search for deals on Google, they have already made 
up their minds about their favorite products. 

• YouTube provides a strong opportunity to influence 
buying decisions via product reviews, teasers, and 
other targeted content before consumers turn to 
Google for transaction-related searches.

Figure 35: Search patterns for tablet-related queries on Google, compared with YouTube. On Google, search terms spike around the holidays. On YouTube, search volume remains relatively 
constant throughout the year as viewers return to YouTube to keep up to date on new products and conduct other product research and comparisons.
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Brands aren’t getting found

• In an analysis of video search results for smartphones 
and cameras, even the best brands achieved less 
than 2% coverage within search results. 

• Pixability analyzed 11,500 video search results for 
smartphone keywords (23 high-volume keywords 
with 500 results each) and 6,500 camera-related 
keywords (13 keywords with 500 results each). 

• The best-performing brand, GoPro, controlled a mere 
118 out of 6,500 search results. Other top brands like 
Canon and Nikon showed up less than five times in 
YouTube searches. (Figure 36)

Figure 36: Share of branded videos within total search results for key search terms in the camera and smartphone industries. Even top-performing brands aren’t getting found within  
YouTube search due to the three reasons detailed above.

Branded Video Results // YouTube Camera Keyword Search Branded Video Results // YouTube Smartphone Keyword Search

There are three main reasons brands aren't showing 
up within YouTube search:

• Poorly maintained (or a lack of) video metadata

• Lack of a loyal audience that watches significant 
amounts of content on a brand’s channel. As one of the 
strongest producers of content in the industry, GoPro 
has far better results than any other CE brand due in 
part to its large subscriber numbers. YouTube rewards 
total watch time in how it ranks videos for search.

• Failure to utilize YouTube videos on other digital 
channels, particularly corporate websites and social 
media outlets. Views from embedded videos outside  
of YouTube are an essential factor for boosting  
search rankings. 
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Consumer electronics videos on  
YouTube cater almost exclusively  
to males  
Women are a notoriously elusive audience for CE 
brands. YouTube viewership is close to 50% male, 50% 
female, but within YouTube’s CE world, brand channels 
receive 89% of their views from a male audience. The 
consumer electronics device marketplace has historically 
been dominated by male interest, but brands can and 
should be doing more to rectify this skew.

CE Video Viewership Demographics

The top demographic segments for CE content on 

Most CE videos on YouTube feature male stars and 
are produced along storylines that appeal to male  
audiences, not female audiences.

YouTube are depicted below.

Demographic segment Share of views
Male 35-44 27%
Male 45-54 25%
Male 25-34 16%
Male 13-17 10%
Male 18-24 7%
Female 13-17 6%
Male 55-64 4%
Female 18-24 2%
Female 45-54 2%
Female 35-44 1%
Female 25-34 1%

Even within newer subcategories of consumer electronics 
such as headphones and personal audio or wearable 
technology, viewership among women is extremely low. 
Wearable technology, a category that might seem as 
though it would appeal to women interested in fitness 
tracking bands, has only 8% female viewership and is 
male-dominated with 92% male viewership.

• Each of the seven consumer electronics categories 
included in this study attracts primarily male viewers 
between the ages of 35-54, followed by younger 
males and then a few comparatively low-viewership 
female segments. (Figure 37)

• It is worth noting that advertising to 13-17 year olds is 
prohibited on YouTube, so any views within the CE  
space attributable to minors are purely organic views  
and are not a result of paid media. 

CE brands target males, at the expense of  
female-focused content

• Most CE videos on YouTube feature male stars and 
are produced along storylines that appeal to male 
audiences.

• Samsung Galaxy’s “#GALAXY11: The Beginning” 
video features all-male soccer stars battling aliens. 
While some female viewers may be interested in 
this content, the target audience is male and viewing 
patterns show that males are in fact the vast majority of 
viewers for this video.

• Some brands like Google’s Nest Protect are leveraging 
celebrity endorsers such as Ellen DeGeneres to 
attract female interest in these new devices, but 
brands should be doing more to engage female 
viewers through targeted YouTube content.

89%

Figure 37. CE YouTube audience demographics.
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Online CE shops beat brick-and-
mortar electronics chains
Although consumer electronics retail outlets do not fall 
within the list of top brands covered within the scope of 
this study, retailers remain significant within the consumer 
electronics industry. There are two main varieties of CE 
retailers: online-only, and brick-and-mortar (who often 
also have an online presence). 

Online-only CE retailers create more content, get 
more views, and earn higher engagement on YouTube 
than brick-and-mortar retailers. Many online-only CE 
retailers such as Newegg are beating Best Buy and other 
brick-and-mortar retailers on YouTube, even though they 
have a smaller (or zero) physical presence. And although 
some brick-and-mortar retailers such as Best Buy have 
a strong presence on Facebook, Twitter, and other social 
media sites, they continue to lag behind their online-only 
counterparts on YouTube.

Figure 38: Online retailers are beating brick-and-mortar retailers in overall videos uploaded to YouTube, subscribers, views, and audience engagement.
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While both types of retailers feature shoppable links 
within their videos, online retailers lead in many other 
ways—such as creating engaging long-form content and 
producing news updates and series more frequently than 
their traditional competitors.

• Newegg’s YouTube channel has 1,800 videos, 
compared with only 300 on Best Buy’s channel.

• Newegg has 320,000 subscribers, compared to 2,700 
for Micro Center.

• Newegg leads retailers in engagement with over 
800,000 instances of engagement versus 300,000 for 
Target. (Figure 38, preceding page)

Online-only retailers publish fresh YouTube content 
more frequently than brick-and-mortar stores

• Online-only CE retailers publish up to 5.6x more 
videos than traditional CE retailers. (Figure 39)

• Newegg publishes new videos nearly every day, while 
major retailers like Best Buy have concentrated spurts 
of publishing followed by large gaps of weeks or 
months without fresh content being published to their 
YouTube channels.

Figure 39: Online-only retailers publish new videos to YouTube far more frequently than traditional 
brick-and-mortar stores. Best Buy’s publishing schedule is sporadic and contains fewer videos than 
Newegg, an online-only CE retailer who publishes up to 5.6x more content than many brick-and-mortar 
retailers.

Daily Video Publishing // Newegg

Daily Video Publishing // Best Buy
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Many online-only CE retailers such as Newegg  
are beating Best Buy and other brick-and-mortar  
retailers on YouTube, even though they have a  
smaller (or zero) physical presence.

Online retailers produce compelling news and serial 
content better than brick-and-mortar stores

• Producing regularly released serial content is a highly 
effective way to earn new subscribers and keep them 
coming back to a retailer or brand’s YouTube channel. 
(Figure 40)

• Newegg’s “Newegg TV” videos attract millions of views 
per episode. Videos that earn a smaller audience still 
feature consistent branding, fall into clearly-stated 
categories, and are published regularly.

Figure 40: Screenshot of three examples of Newegg’s YouTube content featuring interviews, product overviews, and consistent branding throughout.
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Report Methodology //

Using Pixability’s Big Data YouTube marketing and analytics software, 
our YouTube-certified data scientists analyzed the online video practices 
of the top 25 consumer electronics brands and over 100,000 vloggers 
from a pool of 902,615 YouTube videos across 113,780 YouTube 
channels in the Computer, Phone and Tablet, Television and Audio, 
Camera, Headphones and Personal Audio, Wearable Technology, and 
Smart Home Technology sectors. 

VideosClick here
to visit Pixability's website

http://www.pixability.com/
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Data Collection
Pixability used its patent-pending YouTube software to 
extract metrics on each CE vlogger and brand’s YouTube 
channels, videos, audiences, and social networks. 
Our software collected a list of hundreds of candidate 
channels automatically using loose filtering criteria. The 
list was then distilled down to 25 international CE brands 
for the purposes of this study.

• 902,615 total CE videos were analyzed

• 113,780 total CE channels were analyzed

Metrics analyzed include:

• Number of channel videos

• Number of views

• Number of channel subscribers

• Number of views, comments, “likes,” and “dislikes”  
per video

• Metadata metrics for each video, such as number of 
tags and description lengths, publishing date, and 
video length.

• Number of times each YouTube video was shared 
on Facebook and Twitter. The public APIs of the two 
services were queried with the exact YouTube video 
URLs to gain this information.

The data represented in CE and YouTube includes  
full and exact counts of the metrics described above.  
No sampling, estimates, regressions, or projections  
were used.

 
 
 
 

Inclusion Criteria
• Only consumer electronics brands falling into the 

Computer, Phone and Tablet, Television and Audio, 
Camera, Headphones and Personal Audio, Wearable 
Technology, and Smart Home Technology categories 
were included in Pixability’s data scan. 

• The 25 brands included in the study were selected 
according to total 2012 annual revenue figures, based 
on SEC filings.

• To ensure authenticity of the YouTube channels 
included, only those YouTube channels were selected 
that linked to or from the brand’s website. If a brand 
had no such presence on YouTube, it was counted as 
not having an official YouTube channel.

• Brands that had an online presence exclusively 
or primarily in a language other than English were 
excluded from this study.

• This study does not address niche audiences with 
regard to age, gender, ethnicity, etc.

Exclusion Criteria
The following categories were excluded from the study:

• Business-to-business (B2B) electronics

• Appliances (refrigerators, microwaves, etc.)

• Device accessories

• Gaming hardware, software, and accessories

• Power tools 

• Channels which did not clearly belong to a specific 
consumer electronics brand

Top 25 CE Brands, Ranked by Total 
YouTube Subscriber Numbers  

Rank Brand Subscribers
1 Google 3,900,355
2 Apple 1,874,255
3 Samsung 1,408,645
4 Sony 655,034
5 Nokia 522,058
6 Microsoft  252,848
7 LG 154,888
8 Canon 142,701
9 Nikon 84,480
10 HP 67,084
11 Dell 46,421
12 Lenovo 41,084
13 Panasonic 40,253
14 Acer 33,157
15 Toshiba 19,572
16 Philips 17,897
17 Pioneer 15,034
18 Bose 10,673
19 Sharp 6,067
20 Epson 5,917
21 Vizio 3,688
22 Harman Kardon 3,672
23 JVC 3,247
24 Hitachi 2,608
25 TCL 122

Figure 41: List of top 25 CE brands, ranked by number 
of total subscribers on official YouTube brand channels.
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About Pixability //

Pixability is an ad buying and video marketing platform for YouTube. 

Many of the world’s top brands and agencies depend on Pixability’s award-winning programmatic media technology for 
effective YouTube campaigns with complete transparency and reporting accuracy. Pixability enables media profession-
als to plan smarter placements, run faster campaigns, and see better results.

Pixability is headquartered in Boston with offices in New York, San Francisco, Chicago, and London.  Since 2008, Pix-
ability has worked with more than 500 customers and 3 million business and brand videos to deliver proven YouTube 
ad performance and return on marketing investment.

For more information, or to contact Pixability:

 » Please visit www.pixability.com

 » Call 888-PIX-VIDEO (888-749-8433)

 » Email Rob Ciampa, Chief Marketing Officer, at rob@pixability.com

Click here
to learn more about Pixability

http://www.pixability.com/our-company/


Boston | New York | Chicago | San Francisco | London
www.pixability.com

888-PIX-VIDEO (888.749.8433)
PIX-STD-CE-004


